Abstract-In this paper, we propose CAFE router which obtains routes of multiple nets with target wire lengths for single layer routing grid with obstacles. CAFE router extends the route of each net from a pin to the other pin greedily so that the wire length of the net approaches its target wire length. Experiments show that CAFE router obtains the routes of nets with small length error in short time.
I. Introduction
In recent VLSI systems, due to the increase of operation frequency, signal propagation delays are requested to achieve the specifications with very high accuracy. In order to achieve the severe requirements, signal propagation delay is taken into account in the routing design of PCB (Printed Circuit Board). The specifications on routing design of PCB would be determined by the design of other parts. The signal propagation delay of a net consists of gate delay and routing delay, and depends on various parameters. However, in the routing design of PCB, the controllability of wire length is often focused on since it enables us to control the routing delay. If a routing method has the higher controllability on wire length, the routing delay would be controlled with higher accuracy. The length control is easy if the large area is reserved for route of a net. However, the routing area is usually limited, and shared by multiple nets. Therefore, a routing method should utilize the routing area with obstacles as much as possible in order to realize the specifications of multiple nets simultaneously. In the literatures, the problem formulations such as equal-delay or equal-length routings for multiple nets were often used to demonstrate the ability of methods.
The routing area of PCB has a lot of obstacles since IC packages and other devices are put on. The obstacle density of an area where an IC package is put on is high since the area has a lot of pins of the IC package as obstacles. The obstacle density of the rest area is relatively low though there are various kinds of obstacles. The routing area of PCB is often divided into several subareas in terms of the obstacle density. The routing problems corresponding to subareas with higher obstacle density and lower obstacle density are called escape routing and river routing, respectively (Fig. 1) .
In escape routing, a net consists of a pin inside the routing area and a pin on the boundary of the routing area. The flexibility of the route of a net is limited, and the net is usually requested to just escape the routing area or to minimize the total length. The escape routing methods in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] do not take the target length of a net into account.
While, in river routing, a net consists of pins on the boundary of the routing area. The flexibility of the route of a net is high, and the net can make a detour to increase its length without losing the connectivity of other nets. The river routing methods in [6, 7] minimize the total wire length of nets without taking the length of each net into consideration. The river routing methods in [8, 9] take the target wire length of each net into consideration. The method in [8] divides the routing area and assigns a divided area to each net so that the target wire length of the net is realized within the assigned area. The method in [9] uses a Lagrangian relaxation technique for lengthmatching on multiple layers. The methods in [8, 9] work well when the routing area does not have obstacles. However, the method in [8] does not take obstacles into consideration, and the method in [9] does not have a guarantee to obtain a feasible solution when there exist obstacles.
In this paper, we consider the length-matching routing problem for multiple nets in a single layer with obstacles. In this problem, the set of two pin nets with target wire length is given. The obtained routes of nets must not intersect each other. The length error of a net is the difference between target and actual wire lengths. The objective of this problem is the minimization of the sum of the absolute length errors of nets. The length-matching routing problem for multiple nets in a single layer with obstacles is NP-hard since its sub-problem, the longest path problem for a single net in a single layer with obstacles, is NP-hard [10] .
In this paper, the truck routing problem which is a subproblem of the river routing problem is focused on. A fast heuristic algorithm CAFE (Connectivity Aware Frontier Exploration) router for truck routing problem that takes the target length of each net into consideration is proposed. CAFE router guarantees that the connection of every net is realized if a feasible instance is given. In CAFE router, the route of a net is fixed by the movement of the frontier of the net from a pin of the net to the other pin of the net one by one so that the wire length of each net approaches its target wire length while keeping the connectivity. Although CAFE router is an algorithm for trunk routing problem, we show that CAFE router can be applied to an instance in the escape routing problem if a feasible instance in the trunk routing problem is derived by introducing wall. Experiments show that CAFE router obtains the routes of nets in short computation time and that the error between the realized length and the target length of a net is small if reasonable target lengths are given. However, it is also shown that a post processing reduces the error. CAFE router is a greedy heuristics and has a room for improvement.
II. Preliminaries
In this paper, the trunk routing problem which is a sub-problem of river routing problem is handled. In our routing problem, a routing area consists of a single layer and contains obstacles. In the following, a routing area is represented by a routing grid consisting of unit squares as shown in Fig 2. In explanation, graph terminologies are used as if a grid graph is defined, but a routing grid representation is used in figure for simplicity and readability. A unit square that corresponds to an obstacle is drawn by black in figures, and called as off-square. The other grids are drawn by white or gray and called as onsquares. Note that a routing area with an arbitrary shape can be represented by setting obstacles on the boundaries of the routing area.
The set of nets N is given as input. Each net consists of two terminals put on the boundary of the routing area. A terminal is on on-square and drawn by a circle in figures.
Each square of a routing grid is referred by its coordinate. The coordinate of the leftmost-bottom square is defined as (1, 1) . For example, terminals of net a are (1, 1) and (7, 3) in Fig. 2 .
The target length of each net is given. A route is represented by horizontal and vertical line segments that pass on-squares. A feasible route of a net passes each on-square at most once, must not pass any off-squares, and connects two terminals of each net without intersecting routes of the other nets. In a set of feasible routes, each square is passed by at most one net. The objective of the routing problem is to find the set of feasible routes of N such that the difference between the length of the feasible route of a net and the target length of the net is minimized.
The length l(n) of a net n ∈ N is defined by the number of edges of the route in the grid graph. The target length l tar (n) of n is given in terms of the number of edges of the route. For example, lengths of net a, b, and c shown in Fig. 2 are l(a) = 10, l(b) = 14, and l(c) = 7, respectively.
The problem we concern is to find routes of multiple nets which minimize the error between the length l(n) and the target length l tar (n) for each net n. Since the routing area is bipartite, the parity of the length of any route of a net is same. Note that when the set of squares is divided into two subsets, white and gray, so that any two squares in a subset are not adjacent to each other, any route of a net passes white and gray squares alternatively. The parity of l(n) depends on the combination of the location of two terminals. If the parity of l(n) is different from the parity of l tar (n), then the difference between l(n) and l tar (n) is at least one. In order to evaluate the difference between l(n) and l tar (n) appropriately, we define the error l err (n) for each net n so that the inevitable difference is not taken into account. If the parities of l(n) and l tar (n) are same, 
where,
For example, in Fig. 2 , assume that 
III. Trunk Routing Problem

A. Feasibility
In this section, we discuss the feasibility of a river routing problem. Let S and T be the sets of the terminals of the net N such that each net has a terminal in S and another terminal in T . If the maximum number of vertexdisjoint paths each of which connects a vertex in S and a vertex in T is less than the number of nets, then the instance is infeasible. Even if the maximum number is equal to the number of nets, it does not mean that the instance is feasible since they may connect terminals of different nets. However, it enables us to reject several infeasible instances. Furthermore, when an instance satisfies a certain condition, the fact that the maximum number is equal to the number of nets means that the instance is feasible. Given two disjoint vertex sets in a graph, the problem finding the maximum number of vertex-disjoint paths each of which connects a vertex in a vertex set and a vertex in another vertex set is called the disjoint connecting paths problem and it is known to be NP-hard even if the graph is planar [11] . Although it is not clear whether the disjoint connecting paths problem in grid graph is NP-hard, we restrict the instances so that the disjoint connecting paths problem is P.
B. Trunk Routing Topology Condition
In this paper, we handle the truck routing problem which is a sub-problem of the river routing problem and whose instances satisfy the trunk routing topology condition to restrict the instances so that the disjoint connecting paths problem is P. In a river routing problem, the terminals are on the boundary of the routing region. Let the boundary terminal sequence be the sequence of terminals obtained along the boundary. The length of the boundary terminal sequence is 2n, where n is the number of nets. The trunk routing topology condition is defined in the following.
Trunk routing topology condition
• All terminals are put on the boundary of the routing area.
• The boundary terminal sequence can be divided into the source terminal sequence S and the sink terminal sequence T , where T is the reverse of S and vice versa. For an instance that satisfies the trunk routing topology condition, the source terminal sequence S and the sink terminal sequence T are defined. The terminals in S are called source terminals and those in T are called sink terminals. For example, in Fig. 2 , sources are the terminals on squares (1, 1), (2, 2) , and (1, 5) . Similarly, sinks are the terminals on squares (7, 3), (7, 5) , and (7, 6) .
If an instance satisfies the trunk routing topology condition, the maximum number is equal to the amount of maximum flow in the corresponding flow graph defined here. The flow graph with vertex capacities is defined as follows. The vertex set corresponds to on-squares in the routing grid. The capacity of each vertex is set to one. The edge set corresponds to edges in the routing grid. If two grids are adjacent in the grid graph, two vertices are connected by two directed edges in opposite directions. In addition, the primary source and the primary sink are added. The primary source is connected to each source terminal and the primary sink is connected from each sink terminal. For example, the flow graph corresponding to the shown in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig 3. If an instance satisfies the trunk routing topology condition, each unit flow in a maximum flow corresponds to a feasible route of a net when the amount of a maximum flow in this flow graph is equal to the number of nets in the instance. Note that the flow graph is planar and that a unit flow does not intersect each other since the capacity of a vertex is one. On the other hand, when the amount of a maximum flow in this flow graph is less than the number of nets in the instance, no feasible route of a net exists.
IV. CAFE Router
In this section, we propose a fast heuristic algorithm CAFE (Connectivity Aware Frontier Exploration) router to obtain a feasible routes whose errors between the lengths of obtained routes and target lengths are small. In CAFE router, the route of a net is fixed by the movement of the frontier of the net from the source terminal to the sink terminal of the net. While CAFE router fixes the route of a net, the route of a net is divided into two parts, the fixed part and the unfixed part. The route from the source terminal to the on-square just before the frontier of a net is the fixed part. An on-square which is passed by the fixed part of a net is called passed. An on-square which has the frontier of a net is called occupied. An on-square which is neither passed nor occupied is called free.
At first, CAFE router chooses a focused net whose frontier is moved. In our implementation in experiments, a net with the maximum remained length is chosen as the focused net, where the remained length is the difference between the target length and the length of the fixed part of the net.
Next, CAFE router checks whether the connectivity is kept in each partial solution obtained by moving the frontier to an adjacent free on-square. The instance that corresponds to a partial solution obtained after the movement of the frontier of the focused net satisfies the trunk routing topology condition. The connectivity of each partial solution is checked by using the flow graph modified as follows: passed on-squares are regarded as off-squares, and occupied squares are set to source terminals. If the amount of the maximum flow is equal to the number of nets, the connectivity is kept in the partial solution, and the adjacent free square is called feasible in terms of the movement. Otherwise, the connectivity is lost, and the adjacent free square is called infeasible in terms of the movement.
After the procedures, at least one feasible adjacent free on-square of the focused net is remained since the instance before the movement of the frontier of the focused net holds the connectivity and the feasible route set exists. For example, the grid graph, in which the frontier of net b moves from (2, 2) to (2, 1) for the instance shown in Fig. 2 , and a maximum flow in the corresponding flow graph are shown in Fig. 4 . Since the maximum flow is less than the number of nets, connectivity is lost if the frontier of net b moves to (2, 1). In CAFE router, the frontier of net b does not move to (2, 1), but moves to (2, 3). Next, CAFE router selects a square among feasible onsquares to which the frontier is moved. The estimated length of a net is changed when the frontier moves to a feasible on-square. CAFE router selects a square so that the difference of the estimated length and the target length is minimum. The length of the focused net is estimated as the sum of the length of the fixed part of the focused net and the estimated length of the unfixed part of the focused net. The length of the unfixed part is estimated by the shortest path length from the square on the frontier to the sink terminal without considering the unfixed parts of the other nets in free squares. When the remained length is larger than the estimated length of the unfixed part of the focused net, CAFE router chooses a feasible adjacent free on-square with maximum shortest path length since the route is connected by a shortest path becomes smaller than the target length of the focused net. On the other hand, when the remained length is less than the estimated length of the unfixed part of the focused net, CAFE router chooses a feasible adjacent free on-square with minimum shortest path length since the route is connected by a shortest path becomes larger than the target length of the focused net.
Here, we discuss the time complexity of CAFE router. n is set to be the number of on-squares in the grid graph and m is set to be the number of nets. The frontiers of all nets arrive at sink squares by at most n movements in total. In each movement, the number of computation of checking connectivity is at most four. Therefore, since the time complexity of checking connectivity is O(mn), the time complexity CAFE router is O(mn 2 ).
V. R-Flip
CAFE router obtains a feasible route set such as its errors between the lengths of obtained route and the target Routes of all nets always connect two terminals. lengths are small. However, since CAFE router is heuristic, the routes obtained by CAFE router have errors. The routes obtained by CAFE router are modified greedily in order to reduce errors of lengths of nets in a post processing.
We apply R-Flip [10] , which is a kind of Flip [12] , as a post processing. If the net has positive error, the length of route of the net is larger than the target length. R-Flip searches the partial route of length three in four squares in a 2 times 2 rectangle and replaces the partial route into the partial route of length one (Fig. 5 (a) ). The length and the error of the net are reduced by exactly two. On the other hand, if the net has negative error, R-Flip searches the partial route of length one in four squares in a 2 times 2 rectangle and replaces the partial route into the partial route of length three (Fig. 5 (b) ). The length of the net are increased by exactly two and the error of the net are reduced by exactly two.
In our implementation of modification method in experiments, R-Flip is applied to the nets whose errors are not equal to 0, until the routes of all nets cannot be improved.
VI. Wall
Here, we introduce walls to obtain a feasible route set by CAFE router if terminals are placed inside the routing area.
CAFE router obtains a feasible route set if the arrangement of terminals satisfies the trunk routing topology condition. If terminals are placed inside the routing area, a flow in the maximum flow in the flow graph might connect between the terminals of different nets and the maximum flow in the flow graph might not correspond to a feasible route in the grid graph (Fig. 6 (a) ). If an instance which satisfies the trunk routing topology condition can be modified to the instance which satisfies the trunk routing topology condition in the preprocessing of CAFE router, CAFE router can obtain a feasible route set.
Here, an edge set in the grid graph which is removed from the grid graph is referred to walls. If an instance satisfies the trunk routing topology condition such as source terminal sequence and sink terminal sequence are obtained by searching the terminals along the walls and the boundary of the routing area, CAFE router can obtain a feasible route set not only river routing but also escape routing (Fig. 6 (b) ). Although we set instances to walls before applying CAFE router in the experiments, a wall generation method is not discussed in this paper and remains in our future works.
VII. Experimental Results
We implement CAFE router and R-Flip in C++, which are compiled gcc4.1.2, and executed on a PC with 2.93GHz Intel Core 2 CPU and 2GB RAM. We apply to 3 sample data generated by referring to industrial designs. The terminals in data1 are put on the boundary of the routing area and the arrangement satisfies the trunk routing topology constraint. The terminals in data2 and data3 are not put on the boundary of the routing area. In order to apply CAFE router to these data, we defined the walls based on the escape routing generated artificially. These data of samples are shown in TableI. In experiments, the target lengths of all the nets are set to same and they are incremented by one from small enough to large enough for each data. The relations be- tween the target lengths and average errors and those between the target lengths and worst errors in data1, data2, and data3 are shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8, and Fig. 9 , respectively. If the target lengths are set to small enough, both the average errors and the worst errors are large positive, since the target length of each net is shorter than the shortest path length of the net and it cannot be realized. On the other hand, if the target lengths are set to large enough, the average errors are large positive and the worst errors are small negative, since the sum of the target lengths of all nets is larger than the routing area and the target length of each net cannot be realized. The closer both the average errors and the worst errors are to 0, the better the effect of routing method is. In figures, the errors of the routes obtained by CAFE router only are represented by CAFE and those obtained by R-Flip after applying CAFE router are represented by CAFE+R-Flip.
In data1, the average errors and the worst errors by CAFE router are small. The results show that CAFE router is very effective in the routing area except the module area in PCB routing problem. In data2 and data3, the worst errors by CAFE router tend to be positive. It means that the lengths obtained routes are larger than the target lengths. It is caused why the estimation of length by shortest path length is wrong. When the frontier of each net is close to the source terminal, the route takes many detours since the target length is larger than the shortest path length. On the other hand, when the frontier of each net is close to the sink terminal, the route cannot take detours since the target length is close to the shortest path length. However, since the route cannot be connected by the shortest path and must take detours in the module area, the obtained routes are larger than the target length. R-Flip after applying CAFE router is much better than CAFE router since R-Flip can reduce the lengths of routes. The obtained routes are shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 11, and Fig. 12 , respectively. The comp. time means the computation time of CAFE router in a caption of each figure. The computation time of R-Flip is less than 0.01[s] in each instance. The average errors are much less than the absolute worst errors. It means that the errors of nets except the net with the worst error close to 0.
VIII. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a fast heuristic algorithm CAFE router in order to obtain the route with small errors between lengths of routes and target lengths. In CAFE 4A-3 router, a route of each net is fixed by movement of the frontier from a terminal to the other terminal of each net, holding the connectivity of all nets in the routing area. The frontier of a net with maximum remained length moves from the current square to an adjacent square iteratively so that the estimated wire length of the net approaches the target wire length of the net and so that the connectivity of nets is kept. Experiments show that CAFE router obtains the routes of nets in short computation time and errors between lengths of the routes obtained by CAFE router and target lengths of nets are small.
CAFE router restricts the instance according to the arrangement of terminals and it has large errors in some instances. The restriction relaxation according to the arrangement including the wall generation method and improvements of CAFE router according to the errors will be in our future works.
